
Private Rooms & Workspaces 
with



Why 
Choose Us?

Perfectly suited to hosting all manner of  
events and special occasions – from 

power breakfasts, to business 
lunches, celebratory afternoon teas 

or birthday dinners – our Private 
Rooms offer the same meticulous 

service and exceptional food for which 
The Q has become renowned, in a 

more intimate setting.
      

A dedicated event planner will 
coordinate every aspect of  your 
experience, assisting with any 

bespoke requirements you may have.
     

To book your space, please contact 
Front Desk | +91 7703908030



TBQ
Creatively designed to inspire the next big idea, our 

meeting rooms are perfectly suited for brainstorming 
sessions, power lunches, and team meetings. 

Each room provides great acoustics, features curated 
artwork, and comes with video conferencing 

equipment to give you the perfect setting for when 
you need to Zoom!

1750

5000

8000

TBQ 1 & 2 
(Seats 3-8)

Per Hour�

4 Hour�s

9 Hour�s

600

1800

3500

TBQ 3, 4, 5 
(Seats 1-2)

2 Round of Tea,
Coffee & Cookies

2 Round of Tea, Coffee & Cookies 
+ 1 High Tea Service With Finger 

Sandwich + Tea Cakes + 
Cocktail Samosa 

Inclusions

All prices are in INR; excluding govt. taxes and service charges.

THE BUSINESS QUARTER

Meeting 
rooms�



BOSE STUDIO
Complete with dark wood panelling and artwork from our 

outstanding investment grade collection, 
Bose Studio provides a warm and inviting space for corpertate 

meetings, lazy lunches, and intimate dinners.

On a raised level with views of  the Members’ Lounge, 
the studio benefits from ample natural light, 
yet remains shielded from the outside world.

There is no hire charge for the room but a minimum spend 
starting at *INR 2500 per hour will be applicable. 

*The minimum spend amount only applies to F&B consumption. 
*In case the entire amount is not consumed, minimum spend will still be charged. 

* If your billing exceeds the minimum spend, members will be charged as per actuals.
*Exclusive of service charge and applicable taxes

*Audio, visual & video conferencing equipment can be provided for a fee. 

SEATS UPTO 10



PRIVATE 
DINING ROOM

Bathed with natural light during the day and the glow from 
Golf  Course Road at night, our PDR is perfect for every 

occasion – from brainstorming corporate sessions, to 
birthday celebrations and all that’s in between.

 
We can be flexible on timings to suit your occasion. 

There is no hire charge for the room, 

There is no hire charge for the room but a minimum spend 
starting at *INR 5000 per hour will be applicable. 

*The minimum spend amount only applies to F&B consumption. 
*In case the entire amount is not consumed, minimum spend will still be charged. 

* If your billing exceeds the minimum spend, members will be charged as per actuals.
*Exclusive of service charge and applicable taxes

*Audio, visual & video conferencing equipment can be provided for a fee. 

SEATS UPTO 20



THE
LIBRARY

Where stories unfold of  tales untold, The Library plays 
host to board meetings, elegant brunches, and 

conversations over cocktails.

There is no hire charge for the room but a minimum spend 
starting at *INR 3500 per hour will be applicable. 

 

*The minimum spend amount only applies to F&B consumption. 
*In case the entire amount is not consumed, minimum spend will still be charged. 

* If your billing exceeds the minimum spend, members will be charged as per actuals.
*Exclusive of service charge and applicable taxes

*Audio, visual & video conferencing equipment can be provided for a fee. 

SEATS UPTO 8, STANDING CAPACITY 20



SECRET 
ROOM

An intimate corner, hidden away from the rest of  the 
world, the Secret Room has seen friends reunite, 

conversations among confidantes, 
and clandestine celebrations.

There is no hire charge for the room but a minimum spend 
starting at *INR 1500 per hour will be applicable. 

 

*The minimum spend amount only applies to F&B consumption. 
*In case the entire amount is not consumed, minimum spend will still be charged. 

* If your billing exceeds the minimum spend, members will be charged as per actuals.
*Exclusive of service charge and applicable taxes

*Audio, visual & video conferencing equipment can be provided for a fee. 

SEATS UPTO 4 



Be it a gourmet sit-down dinner, a pre-wedding 
soirée, an intimate get together or a panel

 discussions- whatever the occasion, we'll make sure 
you're known as the host with the most forevermore. 

For larger gatherings of  25-100 guests,
choose from our variety of   spaces to 
select the perfect venue for your event.

 



To book your space, please contact 
Front Desk | +91 7703908030


